Listen Wireless Chic: Pop your style!

Spring 2018: Focal is launching the colourful version of its wireless closed-back headphones. The line grows with the arrival of three new finishes, Olive, Purple and Blue. Listen Wireless Chic is the brightly coloured version of Listen Wireless, with the same technical characteristics.

Focal is daring with colours. After Rose Gold and Cobalt Blue in 2017, for its wired and wireless earphones, Spark and Sphear S, Focal is today unveiling three new finishes for Listen Wireless Chic. Early Spring is the ideal season to launch this Blue, Olive and Purple flowery composition. Three finishes, soft and expressive, for those seeking a touch of originality, full of style!

FOCAL: POP YOUR STYLE

As part of a lifestyle choice, Listen Wireless Chic offers the essential color touch. As well as being a cutting edge Premium audio headphones, it has become a trendy product! Now, Focal headphones stand out thanks to their style, just as much as their sound quality. The most daring will choose Purple, the ‘in’ colour if ever there were one. Others may prefer Blue and Olive, which will seduce both men and women alike.

The finish on the non-conductive metal earcups elegantly combines with its iridescent nuances. It reinforces the perception of quality and originality of the product. Unique and reliable, this is the DNA of Listen Wireless Chic.

THE FOCAL TECHNOLOGY

Listen Wireless Chic is the Focal closed-back wireless headphone, fitted with Bluetooth® 4.1 aptX compatible. It offers excellent sound quality - close to CD performance. The audio performances are guaranteed thanks to the innovative 40mm Titanium / Mylar driver. The excellent level of isolation is guaranteed by the closed design of the headphones and the large cushions. The thermo-sensitive memory foam on the ear pads offers optimal comfort. Listen Wireless Chic offers a dual ‘Clear Voice Capture’ microphone system, which improves voice quality during conversations. With 20 hours of autonomy and 3 hours of charge, these headphones allow you to carry your music anywhere, in total freedom!
When searching for colours inspiration, our intention was to follow current trends. The headphones now stand out through their style but still maintain Focal sound quality! Olive is one of the key podium colours. The Olive Listen Wireless Chic model will go just as well with black and white, and offers an original touch of sophistication. Purple perfectly matches with dark colours and grey. Blue remains a classic and sophisticated choice, both young and trendy. Listen Wireless Chic offers originality and combines this with a remarkable level of sound. It will accompany you anywhere you go, in style.

“Marketing Product Team

Availability: April 2018

ABOUT FOCAL

Focal has been recognised as a leader on the global stage for its high fidelity products. This French company manufactures speaker drivers, Home audio, Multimedia and Custom Integration loudspeakers, Car audio systems, Monitoring loudspeakers and audiophile Headphones. Some of our loudspeakers and technologies have become world-renowned references in the Hi-Fi industry.

All Focal products are designed and developed in France; they benefit from almost 40 years of innovation in exclusive and patented acoustic technologies. We have chosen to continue manufacturing products ‘Made in France’, where the quality and high standards of French workmanship place the brand above its competitors. A market leader in France, Focal exports more than 80% of its production, mainly to Europe, North America and Southeast Asia.

In 2011, Focal merged with Naim Audio Limited, the leader of high-end electronics in the UK. Vervent Audio Group, the resulting holding company, has a turnover of over €92 millions in 2017.

Press contact for Focal: press@focal.com
Listen Wireless, the high-end of lifestyle headphones

Focal are proud to introduce Listen Wireless, the wireless version of our high-end portable headphones. Equipped with Bluetooth® wireless technology, these headphones offer customers an exceptional product of French craftsmanship with a sophisticated design and, as always, the quality of Focal Sound. With Listen Wireless, Focal want to target new customers, who are both techies and audiophiles, and for whom freedom is essential!

Listen Wireless is the newest member of Focal’s headphone range: it will be officially launched on 21st June, 2017. It is the flagship product of Focal’s brand new range of headphones for the mainstream market. 2017 is the year of wireless headphones for Focal.

THE FLAGSHIP PRODUCT OF THE MAINSTREAM MARKET RANGE

Focal has been designing and retailing headphones since 2012. We launched our first hi-fi in-ear headphones in 2015 with Sphear. This was followed by Listen the year after, a high-end closed-back model. Focal also became a world-renowned reference for high-end headphones with Utopia and Elear, which were immediately praised by the experts following their launch in 2016.

In 2017, we chose to complete our offer for the mainstream portable headphone market: this year, Focal is bringing in Bluetooth® wireless technology. Spark is our ultra-light in-ear headphone, and is available in two versions (wired and wireless). By adding Listen Wireless to our headphone collection, Focal now offers a complete range of portable headphones. The goal: to attract audiophiles for whom mobility and technology are key.

FOCAL GOES WIRELESS

We are turning our attention to new customers for whom ease of use and wireless technology are important. Today, the wireless headphones market represents more than 50% of the global headphones market. In order to play a leading role in this growing sector, Focal had to integrate Bluetooth® wireless technology into the collection. The headphone collection is now expanding with Listen Wireless, the new incarnation of our popular in-ear headphones. This new product now represents the high-end of the hi-fi wireless headphones range.

Listen was developed from day one with the intention of developing a second, wireless version. In addition to providing great sound, the size of the ear-pieces was specifically designed to integrate Bluetooth® technology.
BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

In order to offer our customers good musical quality even through wireless products, Focal wanted the technology to be of sufficient quality— not just something associated with compressed music. As a result, Listen Wireless is equipped with Bluetooth® wireless technology version 4.1, and compatible with aptX. The technology has now reached a level where it is nearly as good as CD quality.

After having become a reference manufacturer for high-end headphones, we are now proving our expertise in the arena of portable wireless headphones: Listen Wireless guarantees excellent sound rendering. Whatever technology is used and whatever the intended use is for our headphones, audio quality is always a key value for Focal. Sacrificing sound is not an option.

A PLEASURE TO WEAR AND TO HEAR

In addition to audio quality, Listen Wireless has all the attributes people expect to find in headphones: comfort and style. The ultra-flexible headband makes them light, reduces pressure on the head and increases durability. The memory foam ear cushions made from fabric and leatherette provide excellent isolation, a key feature of Listen Wireless.

We have kept the design of the folding ear-pieces, which makes them easy to use and carry around.

Listen Wireless has a scratch-resistant lacquered Black High Gloss finish. Original Listen on the other hand, has a hand-brushed finish. Designed for all sorts of set-ups, these wireless headphones can also be used with a traditional audio cable. Connected to a DAC, they will deliver all the power and scale worthy of a high-end hi-fi product.

FREEDOM WITH HEADPHONES

Listen Wireless has all the advantages of real mobility. These headphones offer twenty hours of listening time, and have a charging time of less than three hours. The automatic standby feature gives it a total range of 240 hours. It has a reception range of up to 60 feet (15 metres), giving you complete freedom of movement around the source.

Listen Wireless is equipped with a dual omnidirectional microphone system running Clear Voice Capture software for improved voice clarity while talking, even in noisy environments.

It also uses the NFC technology available on some smartphones equipped with an NFC module for an easy and quick connexion.

The controls are located on the ear-pieces, making them even more ergonomic. They have been strategically positioned to enable users to control the functions effortlessly, quickly and easily. The three buttons are grouped into three areas: the on/off and Bluetooth® buttons in one area, music and call controls in another, and finally, volume controls. The controls are simple and intuitive: they are controlled by short or long presses.
PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

Voice notifications and different LED colours indicate the status of the headphones, the battery level and pairing etc.
Up to eight different devices can be stored in the memory of Listen Wireless and two devices can be connected simultaneously. This means users can listen to music from a tablet and answer a call from a smartphone at the same time.
Listen Wireless is supplied with a USB cable and an audio cable for wired use, or for when Bluetooth® connectivity isn’t possible. A soft carry case allows users to transport the headphones around in complete safety.

The headphones are on sale for: $299 (including tax).
Availability: July 2017

ABOUT FOCAL

For more than 35 years, Focal has been recognised as a leader on the global stage for its high fidelity products. This French company based in Saint-Étienne (Loire department) manufactures speaker drivers, home audio and multimedia loudspeakers, car audio systems, monitoring loudspeakers and audiophile headphones. Some of our loudspeakers and technologies have become world-renowned references in the Hi-Fi industry.

All Focal products are designed and developed in France; they benefit from 35 years of innovation in exclusive and patented acoustic technologies. We have chosen to continue manufacturing products ‘Made in France’, where the quality and high standards of French workmanship place the brand above its competitors. A market leader in France, Focal exports more than 80% of its production, mainly to Europe, North America and Southeast Asia.

In 2011, Focal merged with Naim Audio Limited, the leader of high-end electronics in the U.K. Vervent Audio Group, the resulting holding company, has a turnover of over €85 millions.
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